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There’s nothing to stop suburbia from accommodating some
rather exotic design concepts.

The old adage ‘‘a change is as good as a
holiday’’ worked in reverse for the
owners of this Hamilton home, who

after one overseas expedition decided to take
the decorating scheme in a whole new
direction.

Bought in 2002, the former display home was
bright and airy with open-plan living areas
and modern features but the owners admit
they found it difficult to create a cohesive style
within the four walls.

“The house really didn’t have a personality, it
didn’t really know what it was,’’ the owner

explains. But inspiration struck when he and
five mates took a skiing trip to Japan early in
2010.

“I love the Japanese style, the clean lines,’’ he
says.

“When you think about it, this house really
suits that style.’’

The transformation began with the outdoor
areas, which with the help of Urban Exotic
became a series of small scenes – think
Japanese maples and sporadic bursts of green
– linked by paved and pebbled paths.

The addition of a traditional Japanese barn

gate and bamboo screening on sections of the
rear Colorbond fence helped set the scene, but
the challenge of the home’s interior remained.
It was only when the owners met Rosalea
Murphy, co-owner of Hunter Valley Design
and an experienced interior designer, that
things began coming together.

“We saw Rosalea and there was a real
connection,’’ the owner explains.

“She gave us advice not only on furniture,
but also on interior design.’’

Rosalea’s professional advice led to some
simple but very effective modifications to the
home’s floor plan, including the removal of an
unnecessary doorway in the central living
room. This in turn allowed them to ditch their
old television unit and replace it with a low-
line version in white which runs almost the



TURNING JAPANESE: The former display
home in Hamilton is not only functional
but represents exotic understated flair.
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The makeover involved clearing rooms of
clutter, but thanks to some clever thinking
this didn’t mean the family had to sacrifice
valuable storage space. In the dining area,
adjacent to the kitchen, an alcove that
previously held a series of freestanding
cupboards is now a sleek inbuilt unit with
many drawers and cupboards to hide away
any number of household items. The
joinery responsible for building the home’s
original kitchen was enlisted to build the
unit, matching the white gloss finish and
silver drawer pulls.

entire width of the room. It also allowed the
owner, as he happily points out, to buy “the
biggest available flat screen TV’’ and mount it
to the wall. The effect is a simple, streamlined
version of the room it once was, and with the
outlook onto bamboo screening and Japanese
gardens, the overall theme flows seamlessly
from the outdoors in.

The addition of decorative features such as
the woven screen at the front door – an
aesthetic repeated in a large spherical light
fitting over the dining table – is vital to the
overall effect.

“Rosalea co-ordinated it all,’’ the owner
says, pointing out a 17th century Japanese
artwork, six large panels filled with intricate
detail, which graces one wall of the living
room and was sourced by Rosalea from

specialist Sydney importers Edo Arts.
While the house has undergone its own

transformation, the family of four (two
daughters are aged 9 and 5) have also done
some travelling. They visited Japan on a skiing
trip last year, sampling the culture and cuisine
of a country that these days is a little closer to
home. A highlight was their trip to the town
of Nozawa Onsen, a ‘‘very authentic’’ insight
into the traditional Japanese way of life.

“We’d done a lot of overseas skiing but had
never been to Japan as a family,’’ the owner
says.

“The food is beautiful . . . sushi is now the
girls’ favourite.’’

Do you know of a home we could feature?
Contact weekender@theherald.com.au.
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